
AUDITIONS ON 

JUNE 21, 9AM-5PM 

WALK-INS WELCOME

WE'RE LOOKING FOR 

PEOPLE WHO PLAY

Must be free for 

rehearsals on 

Saturday mornings

WE HOST RELAXED CREATIVE CLASSES FOR GROWN UPS,  

SO YOU CAN ENJOY EXPLORING YOUR CREATIVE SIDE 

Creative Sessions | Meeting Space | Team Building | Fun

TEAMS WE HAVE HOSTED

Company Brochure



WHAT IS                       ?
M.Y.O (Make Your Own) is a creative
studio in Central London (SE1) and in

Peckham Levels (SE15), that was set up
by Diana and Sam in 2017 

 
Our MISSION? To help grown ups explore

their creative side 
 

The ideal space, materials, equipment
and guidance, so you can “Make Your
Own” creative ideas come to life, no
experience required. Don't worry! 

 
BYOB  

 
Order in food, if you like 

 
AM, PM, Evening slots 

 
Over 10 creative sessions to choose
from, like painted ceramics, themed t-

shirt design with vinyl, lino printing,
calligraphy, illustration and more 

 
A great way to have some fun as a team

or company and learn to make
something, whilst enjoying the proven
feel good mindfulness benefits of arts

and crafts 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

1. PAINTED CERAMICS 
 
 
 
 

2. T-SHIRT / TOTE BAG DESIGN 
 
 
 
 

3. TASSEL EARRINGS 
 
 
 
 

4. LIFE DRAWING 
 
 
 
 

5. TILE PAINTING 
 
 
 
 

6. CHRISTMAS 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

7. MODERN CALLIGRAPHY 
 
 
 
 

8. LINO PRINTING 
 
 
 
 

9. HANDMADE POTTERY 
 
 
 
 

10. ILLUSTRATED MAPS 
 
 
 
 

11. BESPOKE SESSIONS 
 
 
 
 

12. OFF-SITE

CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
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 Creativity + Wellbeing

45% 

HOW  DOES IT WORK? 

THE RESULT? 

The % of total working days lost in 2015/16  due to
work related stress - with an average of 23.9 days lost

per stress related case! - HSE.gov.uk

14%-50% 
The levels of cortisol reduction (stress hormone) as a

result of 45mins of creative activity (writing, painting,
pottery) regardless of experience - Kaimal et al 2016

"Creative activity distracted from thoughts of illness and
stress" - Stuckey & Nobel Review '08 

 
"Draw" or "Paint" is an easier instruction to follow than

"be less stressed" - Reset.me '16 
 

"It helps focus on positive life experiences and increases
self worth by providing the opportunity to

demonstrate continuity and achievement" - Reynolds '07 
 

“I can’t believe I just spent 2 hours solidly making my lion
without another thought in my mind. Brilliant!” Stefan =

M.Y.O guest from a big software firm.   

"Increased positive emotions...and positive
communications with their colleagues" - Walsh et al

2004 
 

"engaging in creative behavior leads to increases in
wellbeing and 'flourishing' the next day, and this is

likely to facilitate more creative activity" - U. of Otago
study 2016 
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We can't wait to get creative with you! 
 

E-mail or call us to chat it through 
Hello@MYO.Place  

077 8066 1787 

W: www.MYO.Place  FB: @MYOLondon  Insta:@MYOLondon

“Thanks to you both for the most brilliant afternoon. Got a bit misty eyed on the
way home thinking of all the smiles and chat around the room. We must do

another session and I am going to share your info. We have a huge team and lots
of people looking for great team event ideas.  

Congrats on your brilliant business and see you soon" 

Recent Feedback

Bernadette, Campaign Manager


